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Abstract—Different level of compression on real-time video
streaming has successfully reduced the storage space
complexities and bandwidth constraints in the recent times. This
paper aims to design and develop a novel concept towards the
enhancement of perceptual quality of a real-time video frames.
The proposed model has been experimented considering multilevel compression operation using H.265 where .avi moving
frames standards play a crucial role. The study also applies a
novel concept of High-efficiency video coding (HEVC) for
adaptive live video streaming over a mobile network. The
proposed study aims to formulate a multi-level optimization for
HEVC to enhance the performance of both encoding and
decoding mechanisms at the client as well as server side to ensure
higher compression rate. The experimental outcomes also show
that the proposed protocol achieves better performance ratio and
overall; throughput in comparison with conventional H.263,
H.264 by enhancing the perceptual quality of .avi format realtime video frames.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Video encoding is the way toward diminishing the measure
of information required to interpret to an advanced video
signal, preceding transmission or capacity. The corresponding
operation, decompression or disentangling, recoups an
advanced video signal from a compacted representation, before
the presentation. Advanced video information tends to take up
a lot of capacity or transmission limit thus video encoding and
translating, or video coding is a key attribute for any
application in which transmission data transfer capacity is
compelled and constrained by a limited bandwidth. HighEfficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is right now the freshest
video coding standard of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts
Group (MPEG) [1][2]. The principle objective of the HEVC
institutionalization exertion is to empower fundamentally
enhanced compression metric execution in respect to existing
models – in the scope of half piece rate decrease for equivalent
perceptual video quality. HEVC guarantees to diminish the
general expense of conveying and putting away video
resources while keeping up or expanding the nature of the
experience for the viewer. These are the two advantages of
HEVC in the spilling space. The principal identifies with
encoding existing SD and HD content with HEVC as opposed
to H.264, empowering cost reserve funds and the capacity to

stream higher quality video to lower bit rate associations. The
second identifies with opening up new markets for ultrasuperior quality (UHD) recordings. This research study
discusses the retention of higher quality of video file and traffic
management when a video is compressed using HEVC over
the wireless mobile network. The present pattern in video
utilization obviously demonstrates that the officially expansive
amount of video material conveyed over communication
channels, advanced systems, and bundled media is going to
increment in the coming years. As an impact of the developing
notoriety, the client‟s interest for expanded determination and
higher quality is driving the endeavors of the technological
improvement. Starting here of perspective, the advancement of
video obtaining and show advances is much quicker than that
of system, the users' demand for increased resolution and
higher quality is driving the efforts of the technological
development. From this point of view, the evolution of video
acquisition and display technologies is much faster than that of
network capabilities. Users would like to watch streaming
videos on mobile phones on the go. Though H.264 is
succeeded in providing a good motion picture in Television,
High Definition Television (HDTV), and Full High Definition
Television and even to web based applications. But it requires
higher bit rate and hence it is failed to deliver high definition
videos to mobiles and to tablets.
Therefore, it is an open research problem to conceptualize,
design and device a mechanism involves into H.264/AVC
encoding processes to achieve higher performance with least
computational overhead by low complex implementations.
Typically, an H.264/AVC encoding process involves removal
of spatial, temporal and statistical redundancy of video signal.
The transformation of macro blocks, (a basic coding unit of 16
X 16 block of displayed pixel) by quantization of transform
domain (spatial frequency components/ co-efficient) from
spatial domain provides a considerable amount of compression.
The proposed study aims to design an efficient and novel video
compression technique namely HEVC based optimized
encoding tool to improve the perceptual quality of real-time
encoded video streams on a mobile network. The paper is
organized as follows Section II discusses the recent studies
towards conventional real-time video compression mechanisms
(i.e. using H.263, H.264, H.265) which are followed by
problem description in Section III. Section IV discusses
proposed system followed by a discussion of algorithm
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implementation in Section V. Section VI discusses the result
analysis followed by conclusion in Section VII.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

This section discusses the existing research work being
carried out using H.265 video compression standard. Most
recently, Chen et al. [3] have introduced a decoder by H.265
using a hardware-based architecture with supportability of the
parallel processing. The outcome of the study evaluated on
decoding speed shows that presented technique can support
decoding of 8K UHD. Dias et al. [4] have presented a study by
incorporating H.265 protocol for enhancing the quantization
with the aid of rate distortion theory. The presented study has
used spatial-based solution to enhance the visual perception of
the signal. The study has been testified with mean opinion
score and multimedia quality. The similar direction of work by
adopting rate-distortion theory has been implemented by
Nguyen and Marpe [5]. The authors have used the image as
data to be compressed using H.265 protocol. The study
outcome found that mean of bit rate saving using JPEG is quite
high compared to other compression technique along with
H.265. Panayides et al. [6] have presented a study recently that
studied comparative analysis of various existing signaling
protocols on H.265 taking the case study of medical video
dataset. Trzcianowski [7] have also presented a study that has
focused video coding for legacy protocol e.g. advances video
coding.
A very interesting study was put forward by Ye et al. [8]
have elaborated about the usage of UHD files and its
management over the networks. The author discussed that
usage of H.265 can save around 64% of the bit rate as
compared to high definition and standard definition video. He
et al. [9] have presented a new approximation technique for
ensuing processing of UHD files with a major focus on
minimizing computational complexity about search-techniques
for optimal coefficients of resolutions. The technique was
implemented on hardware-based approach over VLSI
architecture. Ahn et al. [10] have discussed various
optimization techniques using H.265 with the aid of parallel
processing. Also, the authors have presented a task scheduling
technique along with slicing process in parallelization over
multicourse using H.265. Blasi et al. [11] have presented a
technique for minimizing the complexity related to motion
compensation. Diaset al. [12] have presented an FPGA-based
study for performing compression using H.265 protocol using
an integrated scheme of the efficient computational process
along with 2D transforms. Mu et al. [13] have presented a
cascaded technique for legacy protocols e.g. H.264/AVC and
was subjected to H.265 encoding process to extract the
encoding coefficients. The focus was laid on enhancing the
speed of coding tree unit. Hence, there are various studies that
have focused on using video compression algorithm. The
techniques are associated with advantages as well as a
limitation. However, it has acted as better guidelines for
designing a novel protocol of video compression.
III.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Existing techniques don't emphasize on developing ondemand video compression techniques which ignore the
computational complexity. Existing research work towards

video compression doesn‟t have the explicit design of wireless
communication channel and its associated problems. The entire
compression algorithm designed till date seriously lacks multilevel optimization, which will mean that the existing algorithm
can offer one round of better solution and cannot go beyond
that. Although PSNR is found to be used in literature, its values
are less emphasized on 8K or UHD data quality.
IV.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The proposed study aims to design and develop an
integrated HEVC standard prototype to enhance the perceptual
quality of transmitted video frames using H.265 video
compression technique. The resulting compressed video frames
also support 8K (UHD) resolutions features, and it also
maintains the PSNR ratio in between the range of 35-40 dB.
The following figure 1 depicts the architecture of the proposed
model and the overall flow towards ensuring the better
retention of 8 K (UHD) videos after encoding. However, there
are conventional techniques used to optimize the 8 K resolution
efficiency, but the proposed H.265 prototype | Codec
maximizes the perceptual quality and the resolution of an
encoded video considering the optimal trade-off. The H.265
protocol runs over a distributed real-time TCP/IP
communication scenario where n number of clients is
connected to a server using TCP/IP protocol stack based
communication terminals. Hence, an analytical methodology
has been conceptualized and experimented by streaming
standard definition (SD), High Definition (HD) and Ultra High
Definition (UHD) in a real time scenario. The proposed study
is precisely focused on designing a multi-level HEVC video
compression technique to compress 8K videos on real time
transmission stage using H.265 without affecting its original
quality. The proposed model performs both encoding and
decoding in the server and receiver sides respectively, but the
compression of the transmitted video happens during the
transmission scenario configured by installing and setting up
DASH servers for client and receiver units.

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture

Apparently, the real-time streaming videos during the
buffering time which are usually the time requires to decode
the encoded or compressed 8K videos are mostly get affected
by the noisy environment of the wireless communication
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mediums, and it also degrades the quality of the video even to a
minor extent. To address the above-stated issue of 8K (UHD)
video frames transmission over a wireless channel DASH
server and its functionality initiated in both client and the
server side for video quality enhancement. The proposed
system initiates a dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP
(DASH) server for transmitting the encoded 8K (UHD) video
frames over a wireless channel. It has also been implemented
over fast data communication scenario, which enables high
quality streaming media contents from conventional HTTP
servers using a constraint band-width capacity. The design
principles associated with a DASH server configuration and
real-time integration is illustrated below.
A. Design Principle of DASH Servers
The principles of DASH servers gained a significant market
adoption for the real-time video streaming and compression
protocols such as H.265. HTTP-based streaming should be
closely inclined on HTTP server based progressive
downloading scenario. HTTP based high-resolution video
streaming processes are found to give a normative description
of media presentation over wireless channels. The proposed
HTTP based HEVC protocol incorporates streaming of
encoded 8K (UHD) video frames on real-time and on-demand
services. It also uses the concept of progressive download for
on-demand media delivery from HTTP servers. The proposed
system has been designed and experimented considering the
following conditions which have been considered referring the
conventional design flaws of HTTP/1.1 web server-based
progressive downloading.


The proposed system should effectively utilize the
bandwidth even if a client unit terminates the data
connection to streaming of the encoded 8K (UHD)
videos frames and switch over another content.



The proposed HEVC protocol is modeled based on the
adaptive bit-rate scenario and it also supports the live
media services compatible with live video streaming
over HTTP-dash addresses.



It has also been evaluated over a wireless mobile
communication medium which ensures reliability and
the deployment simplicity of TCP/IP protocol stacks
for efficient connection establishment in between client
and server units.

The proposed system has also been integrated with The
Content Distribution namely CDN Network to reducing the
compression and downloading latency of media files.
However, initially HTTP streaming has been used in 3GPP
adaptive multimedia streaming, hence due to its optimal
bandwidth utilization efficiency and adaptive bit-rate switching
it is further integrated with 3GPP TS 26.234 for end-to-end
packet switch streaming services. The adoption of HTTP based
DASH server into the proposed study enhances the
effectiveness of live 8K (UHD) video frames streaming and its
encoding during a data transmission over a mobile network
without affecting its perceptual quality (I.e. PSNR values).
The model consider at the HTTP web server unit and client
unit communication scenario for uploading and downloading
the 8K (UHD) video file. The video is uploaded at the server

side using the efficient HEVC compression technique. After
that, the DASH server is initialized to perform further encoding
on the digitalized 8K video frames. After successful DASH
server initialization and video compression, the server
broadcast a request message to the all respective client nodes
that are waiting to receive and stream the videos in online
buffering. The client establishes a secure TCP/IP integrated
connection considering the DASH server‟s IP address and port
number. The successful connection establishment leads to
transmitting the 8K video frames over a wireless channel. The
H.265 compression also takes place during the transmission to
encode the video frames. The client receives the video and
performs HEVC decoding and watches the video respectively.
The compression of bit-stream over a mobile network doesn‟t
affect the video quality regarding perceptual quality and
resolution aspects. Moreover, it enhances the perceptual quality
to support the 8 K (UHD) resolutions at the client unit. The
next section provides the algorithmic implementation
procedures associated with the proposed model.
V.

ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

This section introduces the analytical modeling and the
algorithmic implementation of the proposed HEVC video
compression technique. The algorithm implementation of the
proposed prototype has been carried out using Matlab tool. The
proposed study develops an optimized HEVC based video
compression technique, which connects different level of
computations to perform HEVC encoding on the real-time
video frame streaming without affecting it‟s perceptual quality.
The proposed HEVC protocol aimed to attain maximum
retention of 8K resolution of transmitted UHD video files. The
processing of the video frames attains a different level of
optimized computation to ensure an effective and optimal
performance trade-off of PSNR and network throughput.
Level-1: Modelling of HEVC for processing input 8K video
frames.
Input: Vi (input video), fi (Number of frames), Sl (segment
length)
where i  n
Output: Vf (video frames)
Start
Step 1. Import  Vi
Step 2. Initialize fi , Sl
Step 3. For i1: n
Step 4.

Apply HEVC Processing-L1

Step 5.

f read pixel information

Step 6.

Compute  multimedia coefficients

Step 7.

End

End
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The above algorithm shows the level-1 computation of
HEVC protocol for the efficient improvement of the perceptual
quality of a video frame.
Level-2: Modelling of HEVC protocol using H.265 codec

Ratio),

Cbits

(Number

Compute  PSNR

Step 11.
No_CompressedBits

Compute



No_original_Bits

|

Step 12. End

Input: L (length), W (Width), fn (frame sequence 1-10)
Output: CR (compression
Compressed bits),

Step 10.

of

Step 13. Upload encoded video to the dash server and again
perform H.265 standard to enhance the PSNR.
End

Start:

The above-connected algorithms show how different level
of optimized HEVC encoding has been performed on a realtime video streaming to increase the perceptual quality of high
quality (UHD) video frames. The encoding has also been
performed on a real-time video streaming followed by
appending P-frame in the header. The primary encoding
imposed on the input frames and the processed frame is stored
in a temporary matrix. The proposed HEVC method ensures
the higher reliability on maintaining pixel information along
with the superior reduction of media file size to utilize the
network bandwidth effectively. The experimental setup and its
respective configuration details are provided below.

Step 1. Initialize  f1:f10
Step 2. for i 1: n
Step 3.

Nf  [f (end) – f (start) + 1]

Step 4.

Define MacroblockSize (Nf)

Step 5.

f read (vid, 1) //read first frame

Step 6.

Sf  Get (f)

Step 7.

f imresize (f, [128 128]) //define frame size

Step 8.

I  η (.2989*f) +β (.5870*f) +µ (.1140*f)

Step 9.

Compute video sequence input



End
Level-3: Modelling of HEVC protocol using H.265 encoder
Input: L (length), W (Width), fn (frame sequence 1-10)
Output: CR (compression
Compressed bits),

Ratio),

Cbits

(Number

of

Tool Used: The proposed mechanism is developed,
deployed and executed on both 32 bit as well as on 64
bits machine. The development platform was
MATLAB.

 Specification: The proposed study has been conducted
considering the OFDM wireless channel system
OFDM communication and protocol frameworks don't
depend on expanded image rates keeping in mind the
end goal to accomplish higher information rates. This
makes the undertaking of overseeing inter-symbol
impedance (ISI) much less complex. OFDM
frameworks break the accessible transfer speed into
numerous smaller sub-bearers and transmit the
information in parallel streams.

Start

VI.

Step 1. Extract  input (Video_seq)
Step 2. Initialize fPSNR, fBR
Step 3. for i1: n
Step 4.

VideoSeq_rec  ɳ (L, H, fn)

Step 5.

Apply  HEVC Encoding Level-2

Step 6.

Percentage_t1  (t1+t2+t3…tn)

Step 7.

Bsize  Bsize * 4

Step 8.

Bstream  [ Bstream „0000‟] // appending P-frame

Step 9.
3)*8];

Compute Comratio [L*H*Size (VideoSeq_Input,

RESULT ANALYSIS

The proposed system is integrated with HEVC standard to
enhance the perceptual quality of video frames for supporting 8
K (UHD) resolutions. The design and development phase of
the proposed model has been carried out using MATLAB 2015
and its two different instances respectively to support the client
and server applications. The experimental prototyping also
performs a benchmarking by initiating a comparative analysis
of the results obtained from the proposed model (H.265) and
the conventional H.264 and H.263. The proposed system is
found to achieve more precise outcomes (i.e. the enhancement
of video quality regarding PSNR) for supporting 8K (UHD)
resolution based video frames without affecting the cost
effectiveness and the complex hardware unit. Different video
files (i.e. no of frames) of few seconds are processed and
compressed using HEVC encoding to validate the quality of
experimental results.
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(perceptual quality of a video signal) by reducing the
computational time and space complexities. It also outperforms
the conventional H.263 and H.264 standards.
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Fig. 2. Perceptual Quality Evaluations
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The above-mentioned comparative analysis highlighted in
figure 10 depicts that the proposed model not only enhance the
perceptual quality of video frames, moreover it also maintains
the video compression ratio on standard PSNR (dB) range in
between 30-40 (dB). The experimental prototype also suggests
that proposed model is capable of maintaining the 8 K (UHD)
video resolutions, which requires very less amount of storage
space in DASH servers for both client and server units. It also
reduces the computational complexities in comparison with the
conventional techniques.
VII.

CONCLUSION

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

The proposed study performs a more deep investigation on
standard definition (SD), High Definition (HD), and Ultra High
Definition (UHD). Usually streaming videos over wireless
medium will have possible degradation in the video quality
even to minor extent; hence, these issues will be addressed in
this phase of the study. The study has accomplished a most
superior quality of video that supports 8K features using
H.265. The comparative analysis of the proposed H.265
decoder shows that it effectively enhances the PSNR

[11]

[12]

[13]
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